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Note :Attempt all the five questions. One question
from each unit is compulsory.  All question
carry equal marks.
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1. 
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What do you mean by primary and secondary data?
Explain the various methods of collecting these data.

 / OR




       

       

Find the mean, median and mode from the following
data:

Marks (More than) 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

No. of Students 40 37 31 23 13 06 00
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2. 
 

Define Skewness. How does it differ from disperson?
Discuss the various measures of skewness.
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 / OR



        

        

Calculate the Karl Pearson's coefficient of skewness
of the following series-

Marks (More than) 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

No. of Students 100 90 75 50 20 10 05 00
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3.  

Write a short note on Linear Regression.

 / OR




       

       

P.T.O.
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Find the Karl Pearson's correlation between the age
of husbands and their wives:

Husband's Age 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Wives Age 14 25 30 32 40 45 65
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4.  
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From the following data Construct Fisher's Index Num-
ber:

Items Base Year Current Year

Price per Total Price per Total
unit (`) Expenditure unit (`) Expenditure
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1 2 40 5 75

2 4 16 8 40

3 1 10 2 24

4 3 25 10 60

 / OR





Describe briefly the different components of a time
series. Describe the different methods for determin-
ing trend in a time series.
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5. 

 

What is meant by business forecasting? How much it
is reliable? Explain the factors affecting the sales fore-
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cast of company.

 / OR





i 

ii 

iii 

iv 
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A Bag contains 5 white and 7 black balls. A ball is
drawn out of it and replaced in the bag. Then a ball is
drawn again. What is probability that:

(i) Both the balls drawn were white

(ii) The first was white and the second black

(iii) The first was black and the second white

(iv) Both were the same colour

(v) Both were of the different colour.


